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StarNavPilot uses the best internet maps available and makes them available to you as
fully functioning navigation charts. Even if the deck of your ship or yacht is as tall as

Mount Everest, StarNavPilot can be displayed on a small glass window of your
smartphone or tablet. Just be sure to use this application to navigate while on the high
seas (don't try to use it on the mountain roads, much less in buildings, where you will
run into problems with the GPS receiver). What sets StarNavPilot apart from other
apps of this type is the ability of the app to provide a look-ahead estimate as to what
lie ahead in the navigation path. After all, for the captain and the crew, maintaining a

look-ahead distance is as important as keeping an eye on the current position.
StarNavPilot is, therefore, a GPS navigation system that is displayed to the user on

the screen of his smartphone or tablet using a simple and intuitive interface. * * GPS
REVISED EARLY 2018 * * NEW FEATURES: + New: Android 4.4 (KitKat) and
iOS 9 (iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch) compatibility! + New: Access to the most recent
3D and aerial maps by Google, Yahoo and Bing made available through the maps

interface. + New: More than 300,000 ship routes available through the route planner
interface + New: StarNavPilot founder, co-author of the first GPS/SATELLITE

smart navigation software, Nicolas Bette in the lead of the development team for new
features. + New: New user interface. + New: New comments (additions and

corrections) from the users. + New: Original website www.starnavpilot.com available
as new dedicated blog and forum. REAL-TIME GRAPHICS: The first GPS smart
navigation program (for Android 4.2+ and iOS 8+) to use real-time GPS data to

automatically access the highest resolution satellite imagery available. DYNAMIC
NAVIGATION: StarNavPilot presents you with dynamic navigation menus that

automatically switch to any of the available pages of a map, aerial, 3D satellite map,
or route planner. Your smartphones and tablets screen is also used as a large screen to

update dynamic information with a simple touch. CONNECTIVITY & SERVER:
StarNavPilot is a highly functional application that provides access to online services

for the autopilot function, route planner
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With the StarNavPilot app, navigation becomes more intuitive! Your vessel’s
position, direction, speed, and even your location is updated through a radio network
of satellites and transmitters. Once your position and heading have been calculated,
the app will help you select your route. The app can draw routes from your position

and also be used as a port routing app. During this process, the app will show you the
safest route, danger areas, and potential vessel collisions. - Features: ✔ Uses satellite

navigation to estimate your position and direction ✔ Autopilot & Waypoints
(Warnings, Cautions, Dangers) ✔ Global Topographical Chart ✔ Favorites (drill

them down, zoom in, etc.) ✔ Autosave ships position ✔ Support maps with polygons
and points (raster,

vector,.gmt,.kml,.jgt,.png,.tiff,.tif,.gpkg,.ptc,.grib,.sbf,.csv,.txt,.xml,.swf) ✔ Menu
icon: Right click & drag & save to your pictures, SD card or external hdd ✔ Support
any Navigation Application (.snc,.gfs,.kml,.nav,.gtopo) ✔ Share your route to help
others ✔ Upto 50 full ships in the database - Recommended display resolution: 1

pixel per 1 kilometer - Specifications: ・ App Size: ~150kb ・ Compatible with
Android 2.2 and later version ・ Supports: Windows 7, 8 and the latest version of Mac
・ Requirements: ・ The application can be used with Sailboat GPS or any GPS. ・ The

Maps API Key and/or Google Maps API Key has to be integrated, instead of using
the Google Navigation API. ・ In order to see current weather forecast data on your

Android device, you will need a free subscription to a weather app or site like
SkyNavWeather - Internet Connection (Wifi or 3G): Required - Supported

Languages: English Spanish Google Play reviews now use Google+ so it's easier to
see opinions from people you care about. New reviews will be publicly linked to your
Google+ profile. Your name on previous reviews now appears as "A Google User".

Google Play reviews now use Google+ so it's easier to see opinions from people
09e8f5149f
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The most outstanding thing about StarNavPilot is its availability in two versions, one
for iOS, and the other for Android. The application is free, open to all users with no
limitations as to its implementation. The iOS version, which has a seven-day free trial
for users, comes with some pre-loaded features to provide the user with an idea of
how the application functions and what a user can expect from it. Some of the most
sought-after functions include waypoint and route creation, the use of Mapquest as a
base map, general compass, and conventional GPS. One of the biggest advantages of
this program is the fact that the user can connect to the internet and use it to improve
the maps, or even to use them in order to gain relevant information about
geographical features. StarNavPilot uses a very smart implementation for waypoint
creation. This feature allows the user to create a waypoint, or a destination where
they want the boat to sail to. It allows for the creation of many different waypoints or
routes, and would even work as an alternative to Siri and Google. To navigate the
boat, a user will need to create at least two waypoints, the first one to the starting
point, and the second to the destination, and will then be able to use the map. This
map will then be used to navigate through either the seas or a river. This is all there is
to it. The waypoints will increase in size as the user sails closer towards them, and the
craft will be able to take advantage of other information that may be available. The
waypoints and routes can be made to be a combination of up to three people on the
boat. This gives a user a greater sense of security, as they can see where they are and
where they are going in terms of location. This gives them a chance to pass on
valuable information to other users aboard the boat. StarNavPilot will allow you to
create routes with up to five locations and this is a pretty significant number. It is
important that the user gives some thought before they begin when trying to
determine if the boat is going to be able to navigate the entire route. The places that
are close by will allow for a longer route, and the longer route will mean that the boat
will use a larger part of its capacity. This is a great little app that can be used for a
number of different purposes, including navigation. To find the best version for

What's New in the?

StarNavPilot is computer-aided maritime navigation software. Paired with powerful
hardware, it could prove to be the missing piece in the captain's quarters. Already, the
software is working its way through the charts by showing you the way to the next
port. The app is versatile and supports a range of file types, including GIS data. All
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data and charts on your PC can be imported into the app, making it a useful tool for
any sailor. At sea, navigation aids and other navigational objects, such as shorelines,
lighthouses, etc. can be added to your charts for easy reference and accurate
positioning. Moreover, you can save routes that you want to follow and share them
with other users. The program is also compatible with virtual sailing and autopilot
systems, enabling you to plan your route and course, read the progress of your trip,
and receive constant updates on the vessel's position. You can download StarNavPilot
from www.starnavpilot.com. Command or StarNavPilot* is a computer-aided
maritime navigation software. Paired with powerful hardware, this piece of software
could prove to be the missing piece in the captain's quarters. Already, the software is
working its way through the charts by showing you the way to the next port. The app
is versatile and supports a range of file types, including GIS data. All data and charts
on your PC can be imported into the app, making it a useful tool for any sailor. At
sea, navigation aids and other navigational objects, such as shorelines, lighthouses,
etc. can be added to your charts for easy reference and accurate positioning.
Moreover, you can save routes that you want to follow and share them with other
users. The program is also compatible with virtual sailing and autopilot systems,
enabling you to plan your route and course, read the progress of your trip, and receive
constant updates on the vessel's position. You can download StarNavPilot from
StarNavPilot. Command is a free software package for sailing, equipped with many
tools and features. It provides an easy and uncomplicated way to navigate, whether
you are at sea or on dry land. The program organizes all that needs to be done to
safely navigate a boat: from selecting the route, to finding the destination, keeping
track of the current time, and recording various pieces of data. Command goes
beyond simple navigation tools by allowing users to create their own navigation
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System Requirements For StarNavPilot:

DirectX 11/11.0c, 5.1 Latest title update Minimum System Requirements Windows®
7 CPU: Intel Core i5 2500k / AMD Phenom II X4 945 Memory: 8GB (16GB
recommended) Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 650 / AMD Radeon HD 7970 DirectX:
11/11.0c Minimum Operating System Windows® Vista Intel Core i5 2500k / AMD
Phenom II X4
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